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BOTTOM LINE:
POLICYMAKERS CANNOT ALLOW LICENSING REFORMS TO BE HINDERED BY UNDUE 

PUBLIC SAFETY AND QUALITY CONCERNS. IT IS TIME POLICYMAKERS GIVE 
CONSTITUENTS THE FREEDOM TO WORK.
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Occupational licenses are government-approved 
requirements that individuals must gain to work in a 
profession. Most license approvals are contingent upon 
completing an educational program, passing an exam, 
and paying a fee.

Licensing has not always played a significant role in 
the American labor market. In the 1950s, fewer than five 
percent of U.S. workers were required to have a state-
issued license to work.1-2 By 2015, however, this number 
had risen to nearly 30 percent.3 There are now over one 
thousand occupations licensed at the state level alone, 
with still more licensed at the federal and municipal 
levels.4 

This number includes high-earning occupations 
traditionally under licensure, including lawyers, doctors, 
and accountants. However, it also includes low- to 
medium-income occupations that pose much less of a 
physical or financial risk to the public, including interior 
designers, animal massage therapists, and florists.

The astronomical growth in licensing has been spurred 
by several factors. Proponents have argued that licensing 
is essential to protecting public safety and quality of 
services for consumers, and that it primarily affects 
individuals with higher incomes who should have no 
problem paying the exorbitant fees. But unfortunately for 
taxpayers, consumers, job seekers, and entrepreneurs, 
these arguments are not based on reality.
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NEARLY 30%
OF U.S. WORKERS ARE
REQUIRED TO HAVE A
STATE-ISSUED LICENSE
IN ORDER TO WORK.
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Myth: All licensing is necessary to 
protect public safety.
Proponents often argue that the dramatic growth in 
occupational licensing is necessary to ensure consumer 
safety. However, the body of available evidence does not 
support this argument, and instead, often points to the 
contrary.5

Studies, including a survey done by the Obama 
administration, continue to demonstrate that most 
occupational licensing does not improve safety or service 
quality for consumers.6-7 As the most restrictive form of 
labor market regulation, licensing should be reserved for 
occupations where there is demonstrated risk to customers’ 
safety when they are provided with poor or unqualified 
service.

While occupational licensing laws vary greatly across the 
country, there is little discernable difference in consumer 
safety outcomes between states. Of the over one thousand 
occupations that require a license in at least one state, less 
than sixty require a license in all fifty states.8-9 Professions 
including bartenders, locksmiths, farm workers, and 
upholsterers are licensed in fewer than 15 states. This lack 
of uniformity in both licensing and training requirements 
strongly suggests the process for requiring licensure is 
arbitrary and not based on rigorous analysis of the threats 
posed to public safety.

Reality: Licensing has little effect on 
public safety.
Rather than providing protection to consumers, licensing can 
actually be harmful to consumers and entrepreneurs. 

Licensure reduces the number of available professionals in 
a given field, leading to unintended consequences: higher 
costs and limited access to trained professionals often 
cause consumers to make riskier decisions to save money, 
including doing a job themselves if they find it difficult to hire 
someone who can legally do the job.10-11

In one instance, burdensome licensing decreased the 
number of available electricians in an area. That same 
area saw a significant increase in deaths by accidental 
electrocution.12 Here, licensing increased costs for 
consumers and lowered the number of professionals. 

LICENSURE LEADS TO
THE UNINTENTIONAL
CONSEQUENCES OF
HIGHER COSTS AND

LIMITED ACCESS
TO TRAINED

PROFESSIONALS.
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In these 
industries and 

more, stricter 
licensure 

limited the 
supply of 

workers, 
diminishing 

public health 
and safety.

Without an electrician nearby or available, it is likely that 
more people attempted to perform electrical work by 
themselves or put off repairs until unfortunate accidents 
occurred.

Studies have shown that in certain areas, licensing 
requirements lowered the number of dentists available—
consequently, patients were left with fewer dentists per 
capita and were found to have poorer dental health 
and higher levels of disease.13 Licensure restrictions for 
veterinarians similarly gave rise to fewer veterinarians, 
which meant that fewer animal diseases, such as rabies, 
were discovered and treated.14

In these industries and more, stricter licensure limited the 
supply of workers, diminishing public health and safety. 

Overly-burdensome licensure can diminish public 
safety in less apparent ways, as well. Over 60 percent of 
individuals will remain unemployed a year after leaving 
prison, despite having a job being a significant factor 
in how likely someone is to re-offend.15-16 Furthermore, 
the unemployment rate for those who spent time 
incarcerated is estimated to be 27 percent.17 Tens of 
thousands of licensing restrictions for those criminal 
records hinder these individuals from gaining meaningful 
employment, putting them on track to re-offend—
threatening public safety—or enter into the cycle of 
government dependency.  

Legislative solutions can empower individuals to work 
while protecting public safety, and many states are 
implementing reforms. One solution requires licensing 
boards to list the specific, directly related criminal 
convictions that could lead to the denial of a license. 
This is something that Massachusetts and Wisconsin 
enacted.18-19 Furthermore, some states like Indiana 
and Kansas only allow licensing boards to disqualify 
applicants with directly related convictions that are 
neither sexual nor violent for five years, provided that 
applicants remain crime-free.20-21

Licensing boards can also offer applicants the ability to 
find out if their criminal record will disqualify them from 
licensure at any time even before applicants start the 
mandated education or training, which is often time 
consuming and costly. Arizona and Tennessee are two 
of the states that enacted this predetermination option, 
ensuring that individuals with criminal records are given 
the opportunity to reenter society in a meaningful way 
through work.22-23



Myth: Licensing protects quality.
Not only does licensure fail to improve safety, but it 
also fails to improve quality. Research has found there 
to be no discernable difference in the quality of floral 
arrangements from florists in Louisiana—the only state 
that licenses florists—and Texas.24 Data showing that 
complaint rates for floral services in Louisiana were 
similar to those of unlicensed services in Mississippi and 
Arkansas further confirmed this finding.25 

A study that surveyed the dental health of Air Force 
recruits found that stricter licensing did not improve 
quality of dentistry—but did raise prices for consumers.26
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In many cases, 
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does not 
simply fail to 
protect service 
quality – it 
can actually 
reduce it.
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Reality: Licensing can reduce service 
quality.
In many cases, licensing does not simply fail to protect 
service quality—it can actually reduce it. In one study, 
researchers surveyed 19 studies assessing the effect of 
occupational licensing on quality, and found that 12, or 
63 percent, concluded that licensing had an unclear, 
mixed, or neutral effect on quality. Four found that 
licensing has a negative effect on quality.27

As William Mellor and Dick Carpenter highlight in 
their book Bottleneckers: Gaming the Government 
for Power and Private Profit, studies have also shown 
no improvements in quality of service for licensing 
of clinical laboratory technicians, television repair 
technicians, optometrists, sanitarians, and health 
paraprofessionals.28-33 Licensing requirements are 
associated with lower numbers of real estate brokers. 
With fewer brokers, and in-turn less time to dedicate to 
each sale, houses were shown to remain on the market 
for longer periods of time, leading to longer wait times for 
moving families and reducing the quality of the home-
selling experience.34

NON-LICENSE
STATE

LICENSE
STATE

HOUSES HAVE BEEN SHOWN
TO REMAIN ON THE MARKET

FOR LONGER PERIODS OF TIME
IN STATES WITH LICENSING

REQUIREMENTS FOR
REAL ESTATE BROKERS.
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Myth: Licensing primarily affects 
higher earners.
Traditionally-licensed occupations such as doctors, 
lawyers, and accountants represent high-income, high-
risk jobs. However, the increase in occupations that 
require licensure has caused other jobs, many of which 
include low- to moderate-income occupations, to require 
licenses. Many licenses now apply to entry-level jobs that 
offer a path to upward mobility.35  

From 1993 to 2012, occupational licensing laws 
expanded drastically across the U.S with the average 
state creating 31 new licenses during that period. State 
growth in licensing corresponded with up to a 6.7 
percent decline in economic mobility, making it harder 
for low-income children to move up the economic 
ladder and achieve the American Dream.36

A 2017 study by the Institute for Justice that looked 
at licensing requirements for 102 different low- 
and moderate-income occupations found an 
average requirement of $260 in fees, one exam, 
and approximately one year’s worth of education 
and training for licensure.37 Manicurists in Virginia 
need to pay $290 to work legally, while in Michigan, 
cosmetologists must pay $291 for an application, license, 
and exam—in addition to the cost of the state-required 
schooling.38

These fees make it harder for low-income Americans 
to climb the economic ladder.39 For those struggling to 
make ends meet, every dollar spent to start working is a 
setback. 

WORK

WORK

FEES
CLASS
TIME

EXAMS

TRAINING

LICENSING
BARRIERS



Reality: Licensing harms low-income 
individuals.
Occupational licensing serves as a barrier to entry 
and entrepreneurship in hundreds of professions, with 
low-income individuals being most susceptible to such 
obstacles. Fees and barriers associated with occupations 
requiring licensure prevent low-income individuals from 
creating new jobs or industries, perpetuating a cycle 
where low-income individuals are kept out of work. 
Licensing creates a system in which those who can 
obtain a license are protected from outside competition, 
reducing the incentives for new workers to enter certain 
professions. This dynamic allows those who are licensed 
to raise their prices by about 15 percent and makes 
many promising work options cost-prohibitive for low-
income workers.40 

Additionally, occupational licensing damages 
entrepreneurship and harms low-income individuals’ 
ability to climb the socioeconomic ladder by starting 
a business or testing new ideas. Businesses that could 
create new jobs or revolutionize an industry are never 
started, low-income individuals never make the money 
they could, and invisible costs reverberate throughout the 
economy.

Research by the Goldwater Institute found that states 
which license over 50 percent of a set of low-income 
professions have an entrepreneurship rate that is 11 
percent lower than the national average—while states 
that license less than a third of these low-income 
professions had an entrepreneurship rate that was 11 
percent higher than the national average.41  Additionally, 
research from the Institute for Justice finds that about 
half of the 102 studied licensed occupations offers the 
possibility of new business creation.42
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Conclusion
Policymakers cannot allow licensing reforms to be 
hindered by undue public safety and quality concerns. 
While licensure may be necessary among occupations 
where there is demonstrated risk to the customers’ health 
or safety, the body of existing research on the subject 
is evidence that licensing primarily affects low-income 
individuals and does not promote public safety nor 
improve quality in most occupations. 

Lawmakers must continue to implement proven 
reforms that address public safety while empowering 
individuals with the dignity and power of work. Reforming 
occupational licensing is the first step to encouraging 
job creation, promoting economic opportunity, and 
reducing government dependency. Rather than 
maintaining barriers to these three universal goals, it is 
time policymakers gave their constituents the freedom to 
work.
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these three 
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goals, it is time 
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gave their 
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